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February 1, 2012
Daily Reflection with the Divine Mother
I am your Divine Mother and I flow forth within this speaking to
embrace you with not only love, but to also speak truth that you might be
relieved of your concerns for what is called upcoming times.
While there are many who will speak of grave events and the tumbling
of earthly formings, and while there are those who would speak of the ending
of living as you know it to be, and while there are those who would attempt to
instill fear within your heart; I am your Divine Mother and I say these words
to you: there is nothing to fear, my children.
I have not breathed you forth only to have the life that you have
journeyed within ended by grave catastrophes. Neither have your efforts in
opening and expanding your own understanding of truth been in vain. And
though you may have many questions or wonderings, hear these words… for
they are spoken to your hungry heart.
Long ago you did journey to earth. You have heard those words many
times. Yet do you recognize what they are saying?
You have known of this journey long before you entered this lifetime.
You — all who receive these words — have known of this moment, of the
upcoming moments, and of the turning of the patterns and encodings that
hold the structure of life as you know it.
And even before you decided to enter this journey of great change, you
knew… you knew that this time, within which you currently reside, would be
one of fulfillment, of the crumbing of untruths and the embracing of the heart
of that which is called One Heart.
You knew that there would be those ones who would try to hold on to
the olde ways, try to contain the ever-expanding truth; and you also knew that
their attempts would be for naught.
You saw, as you viewed the Time Stream stretched before you, that
there would be great explosions of light. You saw Truth birthed within the
hearts and spirits of those who had been long waiting for relief from the
distortion and illusion.
And, my children, you felt within your own spirit that desire to
participate, to dance within the celebration of change and more so, to embrace
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those who reached their hands out from the density. Do you see?
You all determined that you would not only be present for this great
event, but that you would reach your spirit forth to embrace those who were
emerging from the dust, that you would love their courage, and that you
would see them awakened and dancing the same dance, one of freedom… one
of love… one of wholeness of being.
And now the time is upon you, my children. The great changes are
occurring even as you receive these words. And what are the changes?
Within your being, there builds that yearning and excitement. You may
not know where to put that excitement; you may not know why you are feeling
hope-fulfilled when the cause and effect of your day seems to be the same.
Yet it is not. You day changes even in this moment.
Where there has been despair, you are now able to easily allow
difficulties to be redefined. You have an inner knowing that you will be able to
go forth, where in the past you had fallen to your knees because you were
overwhelmed by the challenges that the distortion and illusion perpetrated
upon all who resided in physicality. You know, within your entire being, that
you will never again be challenged in a way that will bring you to your knees.
Why? How do you know?
Yet you do know, do you not? Yes. You can feel the change within your
own being. Your mind or your thoughts might try to cause you to continue to
feel fear, to feel despair… yet there is something within you that has stirred…
and you know that the fear and despair is a false response to anything that
flows forth within this journey of great change.
You have the words, the struggle is over. It is over, my children. Does
this mean that there will no longer be difficulties? It means that any difficulty
that comes to you will be easily understood and changed. How? By your
expanded consciousness, by your changed encodings, and by your loving
heart which has given up the battle only to embrace Truth ever more.
I am your Divine Mother and I speak these words as deep love for that
which you are. As we began, Long ago you came to earth… yet before you did
come to earth, you did reside within my Heart of hearts and therein did we
speak of these times and of the love that would flow forth, freely, to be
expressed in all manners.
My Children, even in this moment, do I ask of you to pause and to feel…
feel that which resides within you, within the very core of your spirit… beyond
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that which you have experienced and before the next breath… you are
glorious beings and it is Truth, Love and Peace that reside within the fabric of
your being. You are this and much more… yet you are Truth, you are Love,
you are Peace, you are the Wholeness of Being, and you are that of me and I of
you.
Breathe deeply and feel the fulfillment of your reasons for journeying
forth, for choosing to reside in this moment; breathe deeply and know that all
is well, that this change is most wondrous… even when the external world
wants so very much for you to believe differently. You know. You know.
Until we speak again, my children, remember that your Divine Mother
loves everything about you… everything… even that which you have hidden
from view… I do love that part of you… because it is of you. You are loved
beyond the speaking of these words.
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